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Abstract—We report a rapid, robust full-wave methodology
to model electromagnetic (EM) wave radiation by distributed
current sources embedded in planar-layered media. Primitive
causality-related numerical instabilities within the computation
chain, induced by exponentially rising “distributed” current
source spectrum functions, are addressed for both linear and
aperture sources, leading to solution speed acceleration between
one and two orders of magnitude versus space-domain superposi-
tion of Hertzian dipole fields. To overcome the instabilities, prior
to numerical evaluation one analytically identifies and merges all
exponentially rising and decaying terms, yielding an overall well-
convergent and stable solution process. We present numerical
results concerning sensors used to detect marine hydrocarbon
reserves.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sustained interest exists concerning EM fields in layered
media [1]. Such geometries often (locally, near the sensor)
well-approximates domains in exploration geophysics [2]–
[20], for both onshore and offshore geophysical exploration
modeling [21]–[28]. Planar-layered media, in particular, ad-
mits frequency and sensor-robust EM eigenfunction repre-
sentations applicable for generally anisotropic and lossy me-
dia [28]. Said robustness property is particularly important in
geophysical exploration problems, where measurements occur
in diverse earth formations using complex multi-frequency
sensor suites to aid geophysical parameter inversion [4],
[29]. Inversion however is often computationally intensive,
especially when forward engines are run many times to
obtain a match between simulated and measured data; hence,
accelerating the forward engine’s solution speed remains a
critical, ongoing effort.

For complex-shaped sensors, one could run the Hertzian
current dipole field forward engine many times and then
write said sensor’s field via spatial superposition of the fields
radiated from its equivalent Hertzian dipole constituents (i.e.,
evaluating the radiation integral in the space domain). The rea-
son for exploring spectral-domain computation of the layered-
medium radiation integral is due to solution speed, offering
one or two orders of magnitude speed acceleration for 1-D or
2-D sources (resp.) [28] due to eliminating redundant source-
independent calculations which consume the vast majority
of computation time. The distributed source spectrum, which

multiplicatively modifies the Hertzian dipole source-dependent
amplitudes, contains exponentially rising terms however that
must be analytically identified and merged with exponentially
decaying terms to avoid numerically inaccurate or even unde-
fined field results.

In Section II we outline the spectral-domain methodology
(exp[−iωt] assumed); see [28] for further mathematical de-
tails. Section III contains numerical results. We provide some
concluding remarks in Section IV.

II. FORMULATION

Consider a Hertzian dipole current source at r′ =
(x′, y′, z′) within layer M . The homogeneous-medium “di-
rect” field Ed(r) has spectrum [28]1

u(∆z)

2∑
n=1

ãdM,nẽM,neik̃M,nz∆z+

u(−∆z)

4∑
n=3

ãdM,nẽM,neik̃M,nz∆z (II.1)

and similarly for the scattered field’s Es(r) spectrum. The dis-
tributed source’s spectrum function multiplicatively modifies
the {ãdM,n}. For example, taking a L-meter long linear source
(rect[z] denotes rectangular window):

J (r) = cos
(πz
L

)
rect(z/L)δ(x)δ(y)ẑ (II.2)

the spectral-domain amplitudes are now instead the {ãdM,n}
multiplied by the source spectrum function J̃(k):

− cos (k̃M,nzL/2)

L(k̃M,nz − π/L)(k̃M,nz + π/L)
ẑ (II.3)

Analytically, the direct and scattered field spectrums are well-
defined and lead to well-posed computation of Ed(r) and
Es(r) via 2-D Fourier integration [28]. However practically
(i.e., numerically), observe that spectrum functions such as
Eqn. (II.3) exponentially grow for complex-valued k (e.g., due
to medium conductivity and/or integration path deformation).

1ãdM,n is the source-dependent amplitude of the nth mode in layer M ,
while ẽM,n and k̃M,nz are the mode’s source-independent eigenvector and
eigenvalue, respectively. Here, ∆r = r − r′ = (∆x,∆y,∆z) and u(z) is
the Heaviside step function.
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In a homogeneous medium, primitive causality considera-
tions (i.e., cause before effect) dictate that the fields should
decay with increasing source-observer separation along z.
Mathematically, this has consequences on the (source and
observation position-dependent) kz-plane integration contours
leading to numerically stable computations (and likewise for x
vs. kx, y vs. ky). This is no problem for a single infinitesimal
Hertzian dipole; however, for a distributed source, “receding”
from one of its equivalent dipoles along z may correspond
to “approaching” another one. Mathematically, this situation
obfuscates proper kz-plane contour choice and may lead to
numerical instability (again, likewise for x vs. kx, y vs. ky).
Using our linear antenna example to illustrate this point:
When observing the field at z = z0 (−L/2 < z0 < L/2),
equivalent Hertzian dipoles located below z = z0 emit strictly
up-going “direct” plane waves (and hence the kz-plane real-
axis path is equivalent to enclosing the upper-half kz plane
when computing this component of the direct field) while
the equivalent Hertzian dipoles located above z = z0 con-
tribute strictly down-going “direct” plane waves (lower-half kz
plane equivalently enclosed). Hence even if observing at, say,
r = (500, 0, z0) [m], with the kx contour deformation [28] im-
parting strong exponential decay, the linear source’s spectrum
function may itself exponentially grow (versus |Im[kz]|) and
lead to inaccurate or even overflown numerical field results.
Identical conclusions apply to the scattered field, since it is
excited by the direct field.

The remedy is to analytically (i) identify the distributed
source spectrum function’s ill-behaved component(s) and (ii)
merge them with the standard Fourier kernel exp(ikxΔx +
ikyΔy+ ikzΔz) arising in both single-dipole and distributed
source field calculations, where for distributed sources r′ is a
suitably chosen “reference” location on the source distribution
(e.g., the central point of a linear or rectangular current aper-
ture). For the sources we consider [28], this means analytically
merging the standard kernel’s exponents with the exponent of
each of the source spectrum’s exponential function compo-
nents. Considering said linear antenna example, calculating
the nth plane wave mode’s amplitude value now involves
computing the well-behaved expression

− ãdM,n

2L(k̃M,nz − π/L)(k̃M,nz + π/L)
×[

eikxΔx+ikyΔy+ik̃M,nz(Δz+L/2)+

eikxΔx+ikyΔy+ik̃M,nz(Δz−L/2)

]
(II.4)

III. RESULTS

We illustrate the proposed algorithm for enabling robust
EM field computation in inhomogeneous and absorptive ma-
rine environments that typically constitute controlled-source
EM (CSEM) deployment scenarios [21], [25], [26]. CSEM
transmitters comprise very long wire antennas operating in
the frequency range from about 0.01Hz to about 10Hz, for
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x

Fig. 1: Sensing geometry with hydrocarbon reservoir.

detection and characterization of thin hydrocarbon-bearing
formations under the ocean floor. Such antennas exploit dis-
turbances on the secondary field effected by the presence of
such layers [27].

Consider the sensor geometry in Fig. 1, comprising one
horizontal 100m-long linear antenna transmitter as well as
multiple receivers (i.e., field observation points) located just
above the seafloor (labeled Rx1, etc. in Fig. 1) in a D meter
thick sea. The transmitter and any given receiver (separated
by distance x − x′ along x from the transmitter) are all
located within the xz plane (y = 0). To remove the rela-
tively strong “direct” (homogeneous seawater) field compo-
nent, which lacks influence from planar layering, we compute
scattered fields (Es

x, Es
z ) [28]. To moreover understand the

robustness, of each observed field component’s sensitivity
(to the reservoir’s presence), to air-sea interface EM reflec-
tions, during post-processing we compute magnitude ratios
and phase differences of (Es

x, Es
z ) for the geometries given

by Fig. 1 (Es
x1, Es

z1) and an alternate (homogeneous sand
seabed) geometry (Es

x2, Es
z2). The absolute value of the phase

difference, as well as the magnitude ratio’s deviation away
from unity, are two potential indicators of reservoir sensitivity.
We gain insight into the robustness of each measurement’s
sensitivity by examining the magnitude and phase swings for
two different values of ocean depth D (100m and 500m).

Observe both the Es
x (Figs. 2, 4) and Es

z (Figs. 3, 5)
measurements. For higher frequencies (≈1-10Hz), the 1km-
thick upper sand layer attenuates reservoir-reflected fields and
hence these fields lack significant reservoir sensitivity. Second,
both the Es

x and Es
z measurements have reservoir sensitivity

robust to air-sea reflections [28]. Interestingly, the Es
x mag-

nitude measurement shows increased reservoir sensitivity in
shallower water. Third, the Es

x and Es
z measurements all show

marked sensitivity for more remotely located receivers. The
Es

z measurements do show considerable sensitivity for more
closely located receivers, but only for deeper oceans where
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Phase shift (Es
x) between reservoir and reservoir-free scenar-

ios.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Same as Fig. 2, but Es
z .

the air-sea reflection is highly attenuated upon reaching the
seafloor receivers.

IV. CONCLUSION

We discussed a full-wave spectral-domain method to ro-
bustly model EM radiation from distributed sources within
planar-layered media. Distributed sources introduce exponen-
tially rising spectrum functions inducing numerical instability.
To remedy this, one analytically identifies and merges said
functions with the standard, exponentially-decaying Fourier
kernel, leading to a numerically stable algorithm featuring a
one to two order of magnitude speed-up versus space-domain
Hertzian dipole field superposition. Applying the algorithm to
marine hydrocarbon remote sensing reveals the wealth of air-
interface-robust reservoir information available from tensorial
multi-frequency measurements.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Magnitude ratio (Es
x) between reservoir and reservoir-free

scenarios.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5: Same as Fig. 4, but Es
z .
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